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   Abstract A suMcient condition on concavity of the auxiliary function which appears in
the random coding exponent as the lower bound of the qu'antum reliability function for general
quantum states is noted. The validity of its suMcient condition is shown by some numerical
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1 Introduction
In quantum information theory, it is important to study the properties of the auxiliary function

Eq(T,s), which will be defined in the below, appearing in the lower bound with respect to the
random coding in the reliability function for general quantum states. In classical information
theory [1], the random coding exponent E.C(R)s the lower bound of the reliability function, is

defined by
                          ES(R) = max [E.(p,s) - sR] .
                                  PiS
As for the classical auxiliary function E,(p, s), it is well-known the following properties [1].

 (a) E.(p,O) = O.

 (b) OEco(,P'S) l,=o == I(X;Y), where I(X;Y) presents the classical mutual information.

  (c) E.(p,s) ÅrO (O ÅqsS 1). E.(p,s) ÅqO (-1 ÅqsS O).

 (d) aEc,(,P'S) År o, (-1 Åqs :f{ 1).

  (e) a2Eoc,(,P,S) so, (-1ÅqsS 1)•

   In figure 1, we suppose that p* is a priori probability which attains the maJcimum of the

                                                                ES(R) År                                                                        O byclassical mutual information. We then find that there exists a code satisfying
the above properties. Thus the upper bound [1] of the error probability Pe due to the random

coding and the maximum likelihood decoding

                        P, g exp [-nE.C(R)], (O SsS 1)

goes toOas the code lengthn-År oo. .   In quantum case, the corresponding properties to (a),(b),(c) and (d) have been shown in
[3, 5]. Also the concavity of the auxiliary function Eq(T, s) is shown in the case when the signal
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states are pure [4], and when the expurgation method is adopted [5]. However, for general signal

states, the concavity of the auxiliary function Eq(r,s) which corresponds to (e) in the abQve
has remained as an open question [3, 5].
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Figure 1: The sketch of the auxiliary function 6 = Ec(p*,s) in OÅqsÅqL

2 Setting it up
The reliability function of classical-quantum channel is defi

E(R) E-1
im inf 1 log p. (2"R, n),

     nn-co

ned by

OÅqRÅqC, (i)

where C is a classical-quantum capacity, R is a transmission rate R =

the number of the code words and the messages, respectively), Pe(M,
imal error probabilities of minvv,x P(}iV, tt') or minvv,x Pmax()iVJ X)•

are defined by

logÅíM (n and M represent

n) can be taken any min-
These error probabilities

                          p(w,x) - iil} Sil)p,(vv,x),

                                        j'=1
                       Pmax()!V,X) = max                                           P,• ()iV, X),
                                      ISj'-ÅqM

where
                           pj(vv,,v) = 1 - rllr]s.j xj

is the usual error probability associated with the positive operator valued measurement X ==
{Xj•} satisfying 2jM•=i XJ S I. Here we note S.J represents the density operator corresponding
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to the code word wJ'  chosen from the code(blook) )/V == {wi,w2,•••,wM}. For details, see

[2, 3, 5].

  The lower bound for the quantum reliability function defined in Eq.(1), when we use random

coding, is given by
                   E(R) ) E.q(R) ! max sup [E, (T,s) -sR] ,
                                 T oÅqsÅq1
where 7r = {Ti, T2, • • • , 7ra} is a priori probability distribution satisfying Åí,a•=i 7vi = 1 and

                         Eq (T, s) = - log G(s),
                           G(s) = 'Ilrr [A(s)i+S],

                                    al                           A(s) = 2.,s,rTr.,
                                   i==1
where each Si is density operator which corresponds to the output state of the classical-quantum
channeli -År Si from the set of the input alphabet A = {1,2,•••,a} to the set of the output

quantum states in the Hilbert space 7t.

3 A suflicient condition on concavity of the auxiliary function
    Eq (T, S)

Proposition 3.1 For any real number s (-1 Åq s S 1), density operators Si(i = 1,•••,a) and

a priori probability T = {Ti}2•=i, if the bperator inequality

    (lil.lii Tisii lrT')i (i.lll.. i, Tjsj +is (iog sj +is)2) (:,ll..?i Tisii}r.)5 ) (;.l;}=i .,.ii (siiIT.))2 (2)

holds, 'then the auxiliary function

                   Eq (T,s) = - log ['Ilr ( (I=i risiik. ) i+S)]

is concave in s. Where H(x) = -x logx is the operator entropy.

(Proof) Since
                         aEq5,r,s) = -G(,)-iGt(,),

we have
                   02Eoq,(,r,S) = G(,)-2 (G'(s)2 - G(s)G"(s)) •

By the use of the formula [5] for the operator valued function A(s) w.r.t. the real number s,

                lil,T Trf(s, A(s)) = Trfg (s, A(s)) + 'rrfA (s, A(s))A' (s),

we have

                G' (s) = [[h [A(s)S (A (s) log 24(s) + (1 + s) A' (s))]

                      = -'Ilrr [A(s)SAH(T,s)], (3)
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 where

                              al                AH'(T, s) = H(A(s)) - ]Z) .iH(S,i FT. ).

                             i==1
 By some simple calculations, we have

     G"(s) == 'Ilr [A(s)-"S{A(s)2(logA(s))2+s(1+s)A'(s)2}]
          + 'Ilrr [A(s)-i'S {A(s)(2(1 + (1 + s) logA(s))A'(s) + (1 + s)A"(s))}] , (4)

where

           A'(s) = -(i +i ,)2 S., TzS,itT' iog S,, (s)

          A"(s) = (1 +1 ,), :., TzS,it" (2(1+s) log S,+(log s,)2). (6)

Substituting (5) and (6) into (4), we have

 G't (s) = Tle [A (s)-i'S (H(A(s))2 + 1 l , (S.,'r,H(S,fi7' )) 2 - 2H(A(s)) S., TiH(Siik' )

       + i i s S., Tz S,i lrT' t9., T, s,r }rT. (iog s,rtrT. )2)]

     -, rlfi, [A(,)-i+S (H(A(,))2 - 2H(A(3)) ll.l,, .,H-(s,i-ieT• ) + (S., .,H(s,i-i}r•))2

       + 1t, i;. l, Tz S,r"7' t9., z, s,itT' (log s,fi7. )2-1t, (S., .,H(s,TtT. ))211 (7)

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

                    G'(s)2-G(s) GN" (s) sO, (8)
where

                 G"(s)= 'Iilrr [A(s)-i+SAH(T, s)2]. (9)
Therefore if we have

               G'(s)2 - G(s) G"(s) S G'(s)2 - G(s) GtV" (s) (10)
that is,

                      G"(s)SG"(s), (11)
then the theorem holds. From (7) qnd (9), (11) can be deformed,

  o s rllr, [A (,)-i+S (-H(A(,)) S., T, H(S,rilrT• ) + S., T,H( S,i }T• )H(A(s)) )]

    + il,'ilr] [A(s)-"S(S.,T,s,i:f"t9.,Tos,'}T'(iogs,ilT')2- (S.,.,H(s,ilrT•))211 (i2)
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Since H(A(s)) is commutative with A(
can be rewriten down

 1
1+s

s)-i+S, the first term of (12)

[br tA(s)-i+S t2 risirT7' 2 Tj sj +s (Iog sj +s )2 - C

  L /Åq i=i o' =i x
which implies the proposition follows.

is equal to O so that (12)

2TiH`(siarT.

i=1

,)2 )] ,o
(13)

"

4 Numerical check

In this section, we check the validity of our suMcient condition by taking a simple example. We

set a = 2 and take two noncommutative density matrices such that

                       s, .-(/1 8), s2-(i/ i/)

Then the two eigenvalues of the following matrix

   (;l.l?, T,s,ilrT.)g(t?.,T,s,ilT. (logs,Tlt7.)2) (;i.l}, .,s,ik.)S-(;I.ll}f,H(s,rk.))2 (14)

are plotted by some numerical computations. From these figures, we may find the operator in
(14) is positive. We are now trying to prove the inequality in (2) or (13). We hope to report on

this proof in a forthcoming paper.
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Figure 2: Eigenvalues are plotted as a function of the parameter s an d a priori probability r.
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